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thus confining the export of copper/zinc/manganese and lead to an area that is geographically and
operationally constrained.. the machine shop, however, is the nearest facility that has the capability

to manufacture and machine. 9. the laboratory machine shop operation (1956). digital
collections@udel . 10. 112-113. in 1960, jalaluddin went to the university of michigan, where he
obtained a ba in chemistry in 1964, a ba in history in 1965, and an ms in chemical engineering in

1968. after a one year fellowship in chemical engineering at the university of california, berkeley, he
completed his phd in chemical engineering at the university of michigan in 1970. from 1970 to 1973,

jalaluddin worked at the michigan institute of technology, as a research assistant professor in
chemical engineering; as a professor in chemical engineering at the university of new mexico from

1973 to 1976; and as a professor of chemical engineering at the university of michigan from 1976 to
1987. from 1969 to 1971, jalaluddin worked on the project in the chemical engineering of phenolic
polymers for electrical switchgear, developing the modeling and simulation of phenolic polymers.

jalaluddin serves as the avis professor of chemical engineering at the university of virginia. he is also
a professor of chemical engineering at the virginia tech institute of energy and the environment and
the commonwealth honors college. he is also a member of the president's honors chemistry faculty

advisory council and the wm. donald schaefer research excellence award advisory board.
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